MANIFESTO

I, Rugved Navandar (150070019), if elected as the Sports Secretary of Hostel 9, propose to do the following:

INITIATIVES:
- Will make a google spreadsheet for the passing out students which will contain the sports equipments which they own and would request them to provide those for the Hostel

MAINTENANCE:
- Make sure that the Sports equipments are in proper condition and are available when needed
- Cleaning Of Basketball ground as and when needed
- Ensure that the gym equipments are in good condition
- Pool table sticks will be repaired or replaced and a cue will be placed

GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIPS:
- Publicise the GCs on our hostel website and facebook group
- Ensure that the players for a particular GC are well informed and participate actively
- Ensure that refreshments are provided during all the GCs
- Ensure regular practice sessions take place for all the GCs and their is no clash in the slots with class timings
- Ensure that the players who miss out on mess food due to GC matches have some plates left in the mess or make sure that they eat in the canteen
- Ensure the availability of medical kit during practice sessions as well as GCs
- Ensure that GC results are posted on the notice board and on our Website and fb group
- Pictures during a GC match will be taken and uploaded
- Try to maximize Participation into crossy GC and Tug Of War GC

INTRA HOSTEL:
- Will help in organizing various intra hostel competitions like TT, pool, foosball, chess, carrom and volleyball
- Ensure that Intras take place before respective GCs
- Ensure participation of better players from Intras into respective GCs
- Put my efforts in completion of NPL(Nine Premier League)

AS A HOSTEL COUNCIL MEMBER:
- Will help and coordinate with the other council members
- Will participate in cultural events like PAF, Valfi, 9Tanki

CREDENTIALS:
- Football NSO
- Won the freshie Football tournament with H16A
- Played Football GC for H9